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Author’s response to reviews:

The formatting requested by the production team have all been adressed.

Outstanding issue 1:
The on-line system has a bug; I can not get it to register the 2nd author no matter how many times I have tried. As indicated on the frontpage of the manuscript, the second authors name is Helle Samuelsen, h.samuelsen@anthro.ku.dk.
Please help me correct this bug!

Outstanding issue 2:
The layout of the tables (2 and 3) is causing problems: I have been asked to place the text from boxes in tables and only make horizontal lines visible. However, lines at the bottom of page now appears inside the tables, even inside the same cells. If the production team can kindly assist me in making these two tables correct (no lines at the bottum of the page when inside the same cell) I would highly appreciate.
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